
Breakthrough Science
Innovative Teeth Whitening Technology

Learn how GLO can build your practice. Call your GLO Science Rep today to schedule your FREE GLO training!

Clinically Proven Whitening Results 8+ shades whiter – depending on starting shade.

Introducing GLO 
Guided Light Optics Technology 

Before GLO After GLO 

Standard 32 minute treatment: 8 shades whiter
C1 1M1

Before GLO After GLO

Tetracycline Treatment: 16 shades whiter in 4 weeks
1M1C4

A three-time recipient of the prestigious 
Thomas Edison Award, the GLO Teeth 
Whitening Device, Everyday GLO Whitening 
Maintenance Pen, and GLO Solo G-Vials 
received silver, gold, and gold honors 
respectively for innovation in personal care. 

®

THE SCIENCE 

Patented GLO technology
combines optimal heat 
and light in a closed system 
mouthpiece to activate and 
accelerate the whitening 
gel formulation for safe, 
superior results with little 
to no sensitivity.

Healthy patients GLO!

GLO DUAL WHITENING

GLO professional whitening in the 
practice plus patient take-home kits

Fast appointments. Superior results. 
High compliance. No lab fees. No trays. 
Little to no sensitivity. Clinically proven. 

Own your patients' shade of white. 
For the best patient experience – 
whiten with GLO!

Follow Us! #getgloingwww.glosciencepro.com GLOScience glosciencenyc @GLO_Science



GLO Science™ Professional 
whitening is the newest innovation 
in whitening in over a decade, 
guaranteeing your patients the 
whitest, brightest, and healthiest 
smiles with little to no sensitivity.

Since its inception in 2011, GLO Science™ has been dedicated  
to bringing patients the most innovative advances in oral care.  
GLO® founder, Dr. Jonathan B. Levine, is a visionary product 
inventor, clinical researcher and published author. Holding 17 
patents and 19 patents pending in oral care, GLO® technology 
modernizes the dental practice and transforms the way patients 
approach smile health.

By combining numerous patents with innovative dental 
technologies and a tenacious drive to always “make it safer, 
faster and more effective,” Dr. Levine and his team of dental 
professionals continue to up the ante with breakthrough 
professional techniques, and sleek, sophisticated at-home  
patient and professional teeth whitening treatments.

GLO Science™ has developed the latest technology to create 
an innovative professional whitening system that answers the 
compromises of other in-office whitening systems and take-home 
products on the market. 

THE SCIENCE 

The two primary factors that influence whitening are contact time 
and the concentration of hydrogen peroxide. The effect of the 
whitening gel is directly related to the amount of exposure time. 
The longer the teeth are exposed to the solution and the higher 
the concentration of the whitening gel, the greater the change  
in the color of the teeth. However, too high a concentration of 
hydrogen peroxide, and too much exposure under high heat will  
cause sensitivity, as the intra-pulpal pressure inside the tooth 
increases. The resulting pain is commonly referred to as a “zinger,” 
often seen with professional lights and long wearing trays. 

G.L.O. (Guided Light Optics) patented technology has 
revolutionized whitening by addressing the compromises, 
eliminating lights that cause high sensitivity, and replacing messy 
trays that trap whitening gel on soft tissue for hours at a time. 
The results are faster, more efficient, and longer lasting whitening 
without the sensitivity. We call this the GLO® difference.

During in-office procedures, light and heat usually sit outside of 
the mouth, where the oxygen ions escape off the surface of the 
teeth behind the leading edge of the gel that sits on the tooth 
surface. By putting LED lights and heat resistors in a closed 
system mouthpiece, the controlled warming heat accelerates the 
formation of the highly reactive oxygen ions. This breakthrough 
is the patented closed system mouthpiece that prevents 
the whitening oxygens from escaping into the atmosphere. 
Instead, they bombard the surface of the tooth, resulting in 
shorter exposure times to the hydrogen peroxide gel and, 
therefore, less sensitivity. 

The warming heat and light in the GLO® universal mouthpiece 
activate the whitening gel, accelerating the oxidation process. 
The peripherally sealed mouthpiece creates a closed environment 
in the mouth, preventing the oxygen ions from escaping the tooth 
surface into the atmosphere, leading to maximum effectiveness  
in short exposure times. There is no need to take impressions 
or send patients home with custom made trays. The GLO® 
mouthpiece is built on a flexible circuit, making the fit universal. 

With GLO,®  there is no need for patients to sleep in whitening 
trays or use a system for weeks on end. There is now a safer and 
faster. way, and dental professionals as the experts can share 
the facts with their patients. Patients don’t want to experience 
sensitivity by exposing their teeth to peroxide and high heat for 
too long, and want to be able to maintain results easily.

GLO Science’s dual-whitening approach addresses the regression 
that occurs after in-office whitening alone by providing patients 
with an easy way to maintain their new shade of white at home.

GLO® brings exciting technology to your practice – you 
can finally own your patient’s shade of white! The in-office 
whitening is coupled with the same technology for take-home 
whitening to keep patients’ smiles healthy and white. There are 
also options to customize the whitening treatments and all of 
them are easy to use, have high patient compliance, and result  
in patient satisfaction. Your healthy, white, GLOing patient is your 
best patient.

GLO Science™ supports the GLO Good Foundation, building oral 
health initiatives in underserved populations globally. Its mission: 
to improve access to quality and affordable oral health care. As a 
GLO Science™ dental provider, your practice can be part of giving 
back to the community with us, while doing what you do best –
making people smile. 

Troy C. Jones DMD says about GLO:

“As a dentist, I am always searching for products that work 
and that my patients will fall in love with. We had a GLO 
representative come into the office to go over the GLO whitening 
system, and I was the first one to test it. After 40 minutes, I had 
outstanding results. I started with the C4 shade and after the 
chairside treatment I ended with A1. I have always had difficulty 
whitening because I have high sensitivity, but with the GLO® 
whitening I had absolutely no sensitivity. This product is truly the 
greatest whitening system I have seen, and we are very happy  
to have it in the office and are recommending it to all of  
our patients.”

To learn about the GLO Science™ whitening options for your 
practice, contact your GLO Science or distributor rep. For the 
scientific paper on whitening, please visit glosciencepro.com. 

Your Patient’s Smile – Powered by GLO®! 




